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To Believe or Not To Believe

Psalm 29; John 3:1-17

Marcus Borg in his recent book Speaking Christian shares a letter from he received from a

former Scottish Protestant pastor: “I am not a fundamentalist. Indeed, I left the ministry because I

could no longer believe central elements of Christian teaching and doctrine. He continued:

I have read several of your books, including  The Heart of Christianity. I am confused by

what you say about “faith” as something different from belief—that faith is more a

matter of the heart than the head. But is this right? Is it historically correct? Don’t beliefs

matter? Haven’t Christians thought for a very long time that believing the right things

matters? Haven’t people been persecuted for centuries because they didn’t have the

right beliefs? Isn’t it orthodox Christianity to say that believing is   the road to salvation?

Borg’s response: “My point is not that “beliefs” don’t matter. Beliefs matter very much. There

are “bad” beliefs that can get in the way of faith, and worse. Bad beliefs have too often been a source

of intolerance, cruelty, injustice, violence, persecution, and barbarism. (p. 123, 124)

Our Gospel reading this morning John 3:16 is probably one of the most used, and abused

passages of scripture. It is well known, even in secular circles, as a result of signs held up by

evangelistically minded Christians at sporting events waving a cardboard sign that says: “For God so

loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him won’t perish, but will

have eternal life.”

Now if we think that “believe” means doctrinal truth, then the verse means “everyone who

agrees that Jesus is the Son of God won’t perish” or “everyone who thinks that Jesus is the Second

Person of the Trinity won’t perish. But is that really what believes means? Marcus Borg wants us to

reclaim the meaning of word in its earlier context, as does Diana Butler Bass in her latest book
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Christianity After Religion.  “To believe in Latin (the shaping language for much of Western

theological thought) was a word that meant “opinion,” which was not typically a religious word.

Instead Latin used credo “I set my heart upon” or “I give my loyalty to,” as the word to describe

religious “believing.” that is, “faith.” In medieval English, the concept of credo was translated

as”believe,” meaning roughly the same thing as its German cousin belieben, “to prize, treasure, or

hold dear,” which comes from the root word Liebe “love.” Thus, in early English to “believe” was to

“belove” something or someone as an act or trust or loyalty. Belief was not a intellectual opinion.

In previous centuries, belief had nothing to do with one’s weighing of evidence or intellectual

choice. Belief was not a doctrinal test. Instead, belief was more like a marriage vow — “I do” as a

pledge of faithfulness and loving service to and with the other. In early English usage you could not

hold, claim, or possess a belief about God, but you could cherish, love, trust in, or devote yourself to

God.”

So, to return to our gospel reading today, John 3:16, according to its more ancient rendering,

would be better read, “everyone who trusts in Jesus” or “everyone who directs his or her heart toward

Jesus” will not perish.  Now you may or may not want to trust in or incline your love toward Jesus, but

it is an entirely different, and more spiritually compelling, invitation than an offer of debate about

Jesus. And it is a fresh way of understanding a widely misused text.

Way back in 1977, Wilfred Cantwell Smith published his book “Believing: An Historical

Perspective,” in which he demonstrates how belief shifted away from “trusting the beloved” toward

being a word that is “increasingly technocratic and thing-oriented,” outside the realm of personal

relationships. The shift occurred gradually in the eighteenth century, mostly through the work of the

philosopher David Hume. When people use the word “believe” today, it is often for factually

erroneous opinions, disconnected from any aspect of interpersonal trust or love: “I believe that
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dinosaurs walked the earth at the same time as human beings,” or “I don’t believe in global warming.”

So is it any wonder people can no longer believe in Christianity! For masses of modern people, to

believe in Christianity is like believing in aliens or that President Obama was born in Kenya, since

“the word [belief] denotes doubt, and connotes falsehood. Thus Smith claims “The idea that believing

is religiously important turns out to be a modern idea . . . [A] great modern heresy of the Church is

the heresy of believing. Not of believing this or that but of believing as such.” The problem is that

Christianity was never intended to be a system or structure of belief in the modern sense;

Christianity, as Borg asserts, originated as a disposition of the heart.

From an ancient perspective—whether of Latin or Greek, of the creeds or the Christian

scriptures—the words “belief” and “believing” implicitly carried withn them relational and lived

dimensions. Accordingly you cannot “believe” distinct from trust, loyalty, and love. Wilfred Cantwell

Smith analysing this history some forty years ago, had a dim view of the future of belief. He wrote:

“The English “belief” which used to be the verbal sign designating allegiance, loyalty, integrity,

love, commitment, trust and entrusting, and the capacity to perceive and to respond to

transcendent qualities in oneself and one’s environment—in short, faith; the Christian form of

God’s most momentous gift to each person—has come to be the term by which we designate

rather a series of dubious or at best problematic, propositions.” 

Smith clearly wished this were not the case, but held little hope that it might change.

But a surprising thing has happened however. In those same forty years, in some quarters at

least, there has been a return to the older understanding of belief as trust. People now claim to have

had “a mystical experience.” In fact Bass claims that half of the American population have stated

that. It is a statistic that suggests we are in the process of returning to the idea of faith as an

encoutner with God. As religion in the modern sense fails, we appear to b busily restitching the
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ancient fabric of belief. It seems we may have entered a new (or perhaps very old) theological door,

the way of experiential belief.

So, “good beliefs matter—they can help us to get rid of unnecessary intellectual stumbling

blocks to being Christian, and, even more important, they can shape us into becoming more

compassionate, just, and peaceful beings.

So beliefs matter. But we should not imagine that “believing the right things” is all that matters.

Faith is a much deeper movement of the heart, of the self at its deepest level. Christian faith is

allegiance to and trust in God as known in Jesus who walks with us on the journey. Thanks be to

God! Amen.


